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Abstract. The effect of the dust particle growth by RF sputtering on glow discharge has been
investigated. It has been found that the growth of dust particles modifies the electrical characteristics
of the discharge. In particularly, the absolute value of the self-bias voltage decreases during the
particle growth due to the electron losses on the dust particles. To find the correlation between the
dust growth and the self bias evolution, dust particles have been collected at different times. The
dust particle growth rate is found to be linear.
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Complex plasmas are gaining in importance, as the terrestrial use of plasmas increases
and as complex plasma’s role in astrophysics is further explored. Growth mechanisms
are well understood in the case of chemically active plasmas [1], whilst few studies
of particle growth by RF sputtering have been undertaken [2, 3]. Dust particle growth
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FIGURE 1. From the left to the right: evolution of the self-bias voltage during the dust particle growth
in the PKE-Nefedov reactor; Evolution of the self-bias voltage during the dust particle growth in the
ComPLExS reactor; dust particles collected in the PKE-Nefedov reactor; dust particles collected in the
ComPLExS reactor

by RF sputtering ( in the PKE-Nefedov reactor and the ComPLExS reactor), and its
effects on the discharge parameters are thus investigated in glow discharges. Sputtering
of a polymer layer of melamine formaldehyde deposited on the electrodes was used to
produce dust particles.
The presence of dust is known to cause a decrease (in absolute value) of the self bias
Vdc [4]. As can be seen (Fig.1), in both experiments, |Vdc| decreases clearly indicating
the growth of dust particles. Dust particles were collected at different discharge times in
the ComPLExS reactor and analyzed using SEM. Four samples have been collected: for
a running time of t " 10 s before the fast increase of Vdc. The mean radius is rd " 15
nm. For a running time of t " 20 s at the end the fast increase ofVdc. The mean radius is
rd " 24nm. For running time of t " 30 s. The mean radius is rd " 32 nm. For a running
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FIGURE 2. Growth time (5% increase of the self bias above its minimum value) as a function of
pressure (Left) and RF voltage (Right) in the ComPLExS reactor

time of t > 120 s. The mean radius is rd " 100 nm. However, there is a large dispersion.
A possible explanation is the existence of many generation of dust particles. It has been
found that the dust particle growth rate tends to be linear in accordance with the the
results of Ref.[3].
Finally, |Vdc| was measured for different operating pressures and powers and the time
needed to observed an effect due to the dust particle growth recorded (Figs.2 and 3).
|Vdc| is found to decrease faster for higher pressures. Moreover, it has been found that
increasing the power (or RF voltage) results in a decrease in the time taken for the self
bias to increase; however saturation occurs (limit above which no further increase in the
growth rate is observed). The dust growth is faster for high pressure and/or high power.
An impurity effect was observed: a cleaner chamber results in higher growth rates.
To conclude, the growth of dust particles has been investigated in both PKE-Nefedov
reactor and ComPLExS reactor. This growth modifies the electrical characteristics of
the discharge: |Vdc| decreases during the particle growth due to electron losses on dust
particles.
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FIGURE 3. Growth time (appearance of instabilities (strong amplitude variations) in the signal) as a
function of pressure (Left) and power (Right) in the PKE-Nefedov reactor
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